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In the Name of God, the Most Merciful, the Most Kind
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Discipline Leads to
Organized Social Life

t can be easily observed in social life that the actions that are
followed in a disciplined way are bound to be performed
properly and without any hustle and bustle. Discipline has
the potential to guide human practices and social undertakings towards the set target in a manner free of disturbances
and difficulties.
The social beings that follow discipline have better social lives
and have the ability to solve their issues in an easier way. Moreover, some of the living beings other than humans also follow
discipline in their collective endeavors and in doing so they
are able to make their survival easier. The examples of honey
bees and ants, in this regard, are the most dominant one. Both
of them show a great level of discipline in their collective lives
and achieve their targets in the most ordered manner.
Discipline basically means performing an action in accordance
to a prescribed set of rules and regulations. Rules and regulations are basically formed to bring harmony in social life. As
human beings live with other humans in a society, therefore,
they cannot do whatever they want. They have to keep in consideration that their actions do not harm others in any way.
Moreover, they have to make sure that their rights are well
protected and their responsibilities are well performed. So,
there are rules and regulations within a society to make humans gain maximum from the fruits of social life.
In order to make sure that within a society discipline is maintained and the rules and regulations are properly inculcated
within the society members, most of the societies of the world
have developed strong systems. Through these systems, they
make sure that the society members properly understand the
prevailing rules and their importance. Moreover, through the
systems, it is ascertained that the society members are encouraged to follow the rules and they are discouraged whenever
they go astray.
In the civilized world, the civic sense is really very much mature. Through different institutions wherein the society members are nourished, they are made aware of their roles and
responsibilities. It is not that the society members are perfect
embodiments of civilized beings, but they to a large extent are
obedient. The disturbances that are the result of the violation
of the rules and regulations are also minimized by such systems.
The violation of rules and regulations may give rise to so
many social evils – the evils like crimes. The, otherwise, normal course of social life is highly disturbed. Both the violators
and sufferers of the violation of the rules and regulations, if
left without proper attention, are likely to think of the crimes
and corruption. There is basically an unbroken chain of evils
that follow each other and at the end become too gigantic to be
controlled easily. Therefore, they have to be controlled from
the very beginning.
The undeveloped countries of the world do not have strong
systems to ensure discipline. The inhabitants of the society are
more concerned to other matters rather than discipline. Moreover, the institutions are not strong enough to ensure that the
individuals are provided with civic sense. Afghanistan is one
of the similar types of countries. There are major issues regarding discipline and can easily be observed in Afghan social life.
From a very minor issue to a major one, the ill-discipline can
be observed within all types of people, without any discrimination. Even the most influential people in this regard do not
show very responsible approach. Therefore, the instances of
ill-discipline can be observed even in most of the important
institutions of the country.
Apart from that just observe the daily life and you may find
many examples of violation of rules and regulations. Just observe the traffic on the roads. The way the drivers drive the
cars on the roads is in no way disciplined. There is no concurrence on and observance of the traffic rules. Even the traffic
constables and their signs are neglected and the result to all
such carelessness is a traffic jam.
Another clear violation of rules and regulations can easily
be observed in different queues that have to wait in front of
government offices or banks. Most of the people try, in some
way or the other, to reach to the front of the row and get their
work done instead of waiting in the line. On the other hand,
the influential people – the people with wealth and status – do
not have to get in any type of queue or line to get their works
done. In fact, they are above all the rules and they do not have
to follow any of them.
Such clear violation of rules and regulations has a very negative impact on the society as a whole and would never help
the society move towards a civilized life. Afghan society, in
the ongoing situation, needs to have discipline, harmony and
peace so as to solve other major issues in the country. Therefore, its inhabitants, especially the influential and authoritative
people have to display the same through their actions so that
other people should be disciplined, as well.
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ith fresh appointments at Ministries of interior and Defense, it is pertinent
that Afghan Government take steps to outline the most important tasks
that are needed to fix flaws in the system that frames defense and security
operations in the country. As the country is at war with international terrorists organizations since last one and half decade, Afghanistan government is yet to come
up with a war strategy directed at types, styles and tactics used by these terrorists.
Though the present army and police forces are relatively new, and established during the ongoing war on terror, the onus of responsibility for their training, modus
operandi of operations, directions and setting objectives still lies on the shoulders
of government leadership and senior military and police officers. Today’s warfare
tactics are no secret as countries in this region in particular and around the world in
general have already experienced these types of wars during last 50 years. Examples
of these countries include Sri Lanka, Tamil Tigers had waged insurgent war against
central government for forty years until they were defeated in 2009, India continues
to tackle insurgent war in its Assam, Punjab, Kashmir and other provinces, Colombia has grappled with very much the same kind of war with FARC insurgents for
fifty years. United Kingdom was struggling at war with Irish insurgents for more
than a decade. Experience of these countries and set of knowledge built up during
their struggle to quell insurgents can be of tremendous help in imparting specialized
fighting skills, reconnaissance, intelligence skills and observation and identification
tactics, which are critically important for a police force engaged at war with ideological insurgents and terrorist organizations.
Police is a soft arm of the State, primarily for internal security. It is the only state institution allowed to use force in peace times. Police is accountable to criminal justice
system, community and government through established mechanisms. But police
force in Afghanistan lacks credible accountability system in place. In addition they
do not have well established mechanism of operations involving different level of
policing activities, and priorities. This is one of the most important reasons that duties of army and police are mixed up, although they are different in their doctrines
with some degree of operational overlapping depending on circumstances. Unless
these two organizations are segregated in terms of duties by installing doctrines and
appropriate structures of command and control and accountability, Afghanistan
will continue to struggle and can suffer more casualties in the ongoing war on terror.
Military should largely be accountable to the state and its government, and police
institutions should be accountable to justice system, government and community.
Military always follows the principles of proportionality of targets, and deploys
force to destroy targets with less restriction on the quantum of force. Proportionality of force is the fundamental principle of police and hence, its use is incrementally
successive and proportional to threats. Military actions may not follow activation
of criminal justice system, but police actions are entailed with criminal justice system and appropriate accountability mechanisms. These mechanisms harmonize
the needs of the government and the communities with judicial oversight. Other
areas for improvement include proper investigation after occurrence of incidence.
There have been many clues for classical and forensic investigations at bombing and
suicide sites, but these clues are seldom exploited fully. The person who had committed suicide and had died in the act, are not investigated thoroughly. Accepted
norms should be to take the body, carry out judicial autopsy and identify the body
through investigative clues. There are chances that important clues could emerge for
obtaining links that can lead to center and support of the network dispatching these
suicide idiots for attacks.
Ministry of Interior should field highly trained police officers and personnel to the
field for patrol round the clock in major city centers and to areas crowded with high
density of population. These police contingents should be part of a strategy that
should include cooperation of people in the area, use of technology such as security

cameras, metal explosive identifying tools, detective tools, behavioral psychology,
checkpoints and a network of spies and observers throughout population centers.
This mechanism should be duplicated and put in place in major cities and districts.
Police in metropolitan cities including in Delhi trained police personnel to eye contact, watch for behavior and non verbal symptoms of individuals on the streets and
observe activities of people appearing strange in their behavior, which had paid big
dividends in bringing relative reduction in the beginning and complete elimination
of bombing incidents. Police also sensitized people to observe symptoms with massive campaigns. In addition, police behavior with general public and their treatment
of people should be characterized in the framework of high morale and civilized
manners. As mentioned above, police is the soft arm of government and any mistreatment on the part of police of general public can backfire severely – especially in
societies where insurgents and terrorist groups are working hard to conscript fighters in their ranks. Bad manners and mishandling of general public by police and
other security and government officials can backfire severely.
International community including United Nations and other friendly countries,
mainly the United States of America, has undertaken huge training programs for
Afghanistan police force. Billions of US dollars have been expended in the form of
contract awards to DynCorp International, a US firm to train Afghan police force.
But these training programs were devised and undertaken in the form spasmodic
response to the changes that would occur in US policy about their Afghanistan
intervention and mostly these were military led, more trained in militaristic role
and doctrine. There was no long-term strategy and research on the ground as
to in what framework should the training begin, and what kind of training was
needed for the police force to face aggressive attacks by an entrenched insurgency and other terrorist groups. Police and army institutions were embarked
almost in identical duties – engaged with enemy at front lines!? Highly costly
workshops and training sessions were being organized for police officers and
personnel at hotels and other expensive commercial buildings in civil areas,
which have proved to have had no impact on the level of knowledge and skills
of police personnel. These programs suffer with ad hocism without adequate attention to sustainability, continuous delivery and operational necessities. Instead,
most drastic ways to organize training sessions should have been taking place
inside the police institutions in the halls and training camps, and these could be
organized by police trainers from neighboring countries police institutions. This
could have left long lasting impact on the training, which could have provided
opportunities for our officers to established working relationships with police officers of these friendly, neighboring countries for afterward follow-up on certain
professional matters.
In the wake of almost daily fatal terrorist incidents in the country, leadership of
the two large security institutions i.e. Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Interior, should work together to address these issues. It is imperative to overhaul
operations, command and control structure and modus operandi of the two forces’ conducts and effectiveness in the field. Though it might seem unrealistic to
completely pull out police force from Insurgency battle fields, Ministry of Interior
should plan for this to happen. One solution could be to recruit local militia under direct control and command of Ministry of Interior, which can replace police
force fighting along with army personnel at frontlines. Policing of society in its
proper manner can earn support from general public. Much of the ongoing incidents of suicide bombings, road side bombing and other types of terrorist attacks
can be reduced, which will translate into a more sanguine city life, increased commercial activities and investment. A strong, skillful and knowledgeable police
and judicial institutions can evaporate any and all support for insurgency among
populations, and people will gather around their legitimate government.
Mohammed Gul Sahibbzada is the permanent writer of the Daily Outlook Afghanistan. He can be reached at mohammed.g.sahibbzada@gmail.com
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esistance anti-Teaching Girls by Male Instructors: In Afghanistan, many families are not willing to accept male teachers for their daughters. When the first
girl school in Kabul was established in the early twentieth century, it was faced
with a shortage of female teachers, and the government inevitably appointed male
teachers to teach at girl schools, and this is still a problem for girl’s education in Afghanistan. With increasing female students, girls encountered more problems. In Afghanistan, in the remote areas still, families disagree with the presence of male teachers in girl schools. Despite this traditional belief, in many regions of Afghanistan,
male teachers teach at girl schools. But, generally, a shortage of female teachers prohibits girls from going to schools. This problem gets more serious and severe, when
girls grow older because traditional families in Afghanistan don’t let their daughters
continue their education in presence of male teachers.
Unfortunately, there are not enough schools for girls in Afghanistan. Girls have two
options either go to boy schools which are far away from their vicinity or leave education. Hence, some families prevent their daughters from traveling to another area
for long periods of time. On the other hand, in some provinces of Afghanistan due to
lack of facilities, girls and boys are allowed to study in the co-ed classroom, which is
not acceptable for many families due to the dominant traditions and the culture governing in Afghanistan. Thus, many Afghan girls are left out of school in areas where
the government cannot provide separate classrooms for boys and girls and schools
don’t have adequate educational resources such as instructors, classrooms, and other
supporting materials for teaching. And, families are not allowing their daughters to
study together with boys in the one class.
Resistance against girls being taught by male instructors is not the same in every
province of Afghanistan. This problem has been solved in the areas where the cultural barriers to girls’ education have been reduced, where households, school administrators and community elders have supported girls to complete their schooling
even with male teachers. Those girls who are completing their schooling either with
female teachers or male ones can enter higher education institutions and will be hired
as teachers in girl schools after graduation. This has led to a minimization of female
teachers in girl schools in some regions of Afghanistan particularly in the central
provinces of Afghanistan. This achievement has strengthened both the presence of
women in the community and the cultural sensitivity of preventing girls from entering school and university. This cultural and public awareness provides the ground for
a new tradition in which families try to encourage their daughters to complete their
education to become teachers to support other girls in their communities.
This change in attitudes towards the education of girls is more rampant in the central regions of Afghanistan such Ghazni, Bamiyan, and Daykundi provinces. Also,
this attitude to helping girls go to school as boys have been developed in some ways
in Badakhshan Province and some northern provinces of the country. But in other
provinces, with the exception of the cities of the country, girls continue to be educated
with serious cultural limitations. Even with educational facilities, families do not allow their daughters to go to school and families that allow their girls to go to primary
school but ban them from going to secondary school.
Exclusion of Sexual Abused Girls from School: Besides war and conflicts that lead to

girls’ exclusion from education, girls on their way to school also face unwanted crimes
and abusive practices, including abduction and sexual harassment in Afghanistan.
There are many reports of kidnapping of girls on the ways to schools by criminal
gangs. Abduction is similar to acid attacks that have widespread effects on girls’ deprivation of gaining education. Kidnapping and sexual harassment cause many Afghan families in their communities to keep their children, especially girls, at home
because sexual harassment and kidnapping can harm the honor of a family. So, it can
have devastating consequences for girls ‘reputation and personality in their communities. That is why it is difficult for parents to bear it. Therefore, sexual harassment and
kidnapping is also a key obstacle toward girls’ education.
The stigmatization and social taboos related to rape lead to many girls being abandoned by their families. Victims are penalized doubly over: they become social outcasts, whereas their violators go free. Several of these victims are schoolgirls. The
weakening effects of sexual violence among the communities and families inevitably
spill over into education systems. Girls subjected to rape typically experience grave
physical injury – with long consequences for school attendance. The psychological
effects, together with depression, trauma, shame, and withdrawal, have devastating
consequences for girls’ education. Many girls drop out of school after rape pregnancy. Moreover, concern and terror of sexual attacks will lead families to prevent their
daughters from going to schools. Fear of social stigmatization from sexual abuses is
an important factor in household decisions on whether to send their children to school
or not.
The question is here that Afghan families instead of fighting with stigmatization sexual harassment and kidnapping, they succumb to it. And most importantly, girls who
been sexually abused are both the victim of sexual harassment and social stigmatization that it carries thereafter. Again, this social stigmatization depends that how
families and communities interpret the consequences of sexual harassment and abuses. Since many families and communities still are in this believe that girls who have
been abused sexually should be kept at home, and leave pursuing their education,
hundreds and thousands of Afghan girls are deprived of education, as a result. This
approach of families toward sexually abused girls that they should not go to school
is rooted in the rigid cultural norms among communities. While studies indicate that
one of the best ways to help the victims of child sexual abuse is providing education.
Gender Stereotype and Cultural Discrimination Against Girls’ Education: Gender
stereotyping is the practice of ascribing to an individual woman or man specific attributes, characteristics, or roles by reason only of her or his membership in the social
group of women or men. A gender stereotype is, at its core, that belief may cause
its holder to make assumptions about members of the subject group, women and/
or men. But a large body of literature demonstrates that stereotyping often results in
violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms of individuals. An example of
this can be the incapability of the justice system to hold perpetrator of sexual violence
accountable on the basis of stereotypical views about women’s appropriate sexual behaviour.
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